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Water Quality Monitoring in the Mersey Estuary.
1. Introduction
Since the mid-1960s water samples have been collected at approximately monthly 
intervals along the length o f the estuary between Warrington and New Brighton and in later 
years further off-shore. This data-set provides an invaluable resource to determine how the 
very large capital spending o f recent years has resulted in the dramatic improvements in 
water quality that we are now able to record.
Initially, the interest was focused on parameters such as dissolved oxygen (or more 
precisely the total lack of it in summer), BOD, nutrients and suspended solids.
These data were collected to define the appalling conditions in the river with the objective of 
raising awareness to have what was clearly an unacceptable situation remedied. Over the last 
decade, as analytical methods have improved, toxic metals and persistent organic compounds 
have been included in the routine monitoring programme at a limited number o f sites.
The data are nowadays used for a number o f different purposes such as:
• determining compliance with defined Environmental Quality Standards (EQSs -  EU 
Dangerous Substances Directives)
• classification o f the estuary using National protocols
• assessing the effectiveness o f the Capital spending by the Water Authority and Industry 
and for determining future needs (Asset Management Planning)
• providing input data for numerical models to develop better management tools
• determining long-term trends
•  establishing the health o f the ecosystem (and as necessary evaluating the impact o f  
substances not previously considered eg. endocrine disruptors)
With the introduction of new legislation (Habitats Directive and the impending Water 
Framework Directive), it is an opportune time to review our current monitoring strategy on 
the Mersey (and other estuaries?) with the aim o f identifying any redundancy, or perhaps 
more likely, any significant omissions in what should be done.
The revised monitoring programme will require data from several components (water, 
sediments, biota -  flora, in-fauna, fish, birds). This note concentrates on the physical aspects 
-  geomorphology, tides and currents, sediment transport, effluent discharges and the impact 
o f these on water-quality.
2. The Current Programme 
a) Routine monthly surveys
At the present time, water samples are collected at 20 sites stretching from Liverpool 
Bay to close to the tidal-limit in Warrington (Figure 1). The outer stations can only be 
worked in favourable weather and consequently there are occasional gaps in the data for these 
sites. Because, in the past, the “worst conditions,” with respect to the dissolved oxygen 
regime, were predominantly influenced by sediment resuspension, the surveys are normally 
carried out on the highest spring tides o f each month when the tidal energy is greatest. These 
tides also make accesss to the sites in the upper estuary (above Widnes) easier -  over the last
few years changes in the bathymetry (depths and channel location) have made sampling in 
this area more difficult.
The original 25 stations were selected in the mid-70s when the sampling was carried 
out at low-water and the following high-water using a helicopter. They were intended to give 
a reasonably even-coverage along the centre-line of the estuary from the Bar Lightship to 
Howley Weir. Prior to the advent of reliable navigational aids (nowadays GPS) the sites were 
selected to be adjacent to buoys (approach channel and Port of Liverpool) or on readily 
identified transits (middle reaches -  Eastham to Hale Head) or close to bankside landmarks 
(above Widnes). As the helicopter was able to travel rapidly between the sample points, the 
water quality data were quasi-synoptic giving a “snapshot” of the conditions in the \ Vi hours 
required to complete the exercise. From 1980 onwards, a fast boat(s) has been used to cover a 
slightly shorter track (the 2 offshore stations, HI and H2 and 3 furthest upstream sites, H23- 
H25, being omitted). This normally takes 3-4 hours to cover the ca. 60 km and is obviously 
restricted to the period just before to just after high-water. In the upper estuary, we attempt to 
sample around local slack-water -  this inevitably means that the outer samples are collected 
about 1 hour before predicted high-tide at Liverpool. As the high-water period above Widnes 
is relatively short, timing is critical to have sufficient water to reach the sites and be able to 
return to our base at Eastham Locks on the ebb.
Generally, no monitoring at low-water is undertaken. This is not considered to be a 
problem as it is possible to obtain an idea of the likely conditions at low-tide by computing 
where the observed high-tide samples would have been (using either salinity or upstream 
volumes).
b) Special surveys
Over the years several different types of special survey have been carried put. These 
have included complete tidal-cycle monitoring during which samples have taken at lA  hour 
intervals from 7 stations along the estuary. These exercises carried out on neap and spring 
tides (normally about 1 week apart), at different times of year, have revealed important inter 
and intra-tidal variability in water quality at these fixed points. These significant differences, 
with the “worst conditions” observed during spring-tides, are the principal reason why the 
routine surveys are carried out at these times of the month.
On a number of occasions during the early 1980s, intensive surveys were undertaken 
in the “Narrows” to determine the net transport (fluxes) of metals/nutrients over a tidal-cycle. 
Unfortunately, the methodology was found to lack the necessary precision to provide reliable 
estimates although the data were consistent with budgets derived by alternative approaches. 
This is regrettable as it important to know whether the system is acting as a source or sink for 
a variety of contaminants and to what extent substances such as nutrients are processed 
(transformed/deposited) within the estuary prior to being ultimately transported into the 
adjacent coastal waters.
Approximately 10 years later, similar work was carried out using vessel and bed- 
mounted ADCPs (Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers) to assess the potential of this new 
technology. This collaborative study with the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory covered a 
continuous 15-day period to encompass half a lunar-month (i.e. neap/spring cycle).
The results were encouraging and further development was carried out with specialist 
consultants (Dredging Research Ltd) with the aim of using the instrument to simultaneously
determine both the currents (laterally and vertically) and the suspended solid concentrations 
(utilising the “back-scatter” strength). This would enable the flux of dissolved and, for some 
contaminants, the more significant particulate flux to be estimated. Much of this leading-edge 
development has been published in the scientific literature and since carrying out this 
collaborative research in the early 1990s further progress has been made. DRL are now 
marketing a complete system -  it is believed that the US Geological Survey are recent 
customers.
Although reasonable results were obtained, particularly for nutrient fluxes over one 
tidal cycle, the technique is not practicable for routine monitoring. However, as 
instrumentation and telemetry improve, bottom-mounted systems could well be a valuable 
component of a real-time monitoring network currently being advocated for Liverpool Bay -
c) Chloralkali Directive (annual sediment monitoring)
Since 1974, mercury and other heavy metals have been monitored in surface 
sediments using a consistent methodology and sampling grid (normally 50 reference sites). 
These collaborative surveys (originally with ICI, latterly with AstraZeneca) have produced 
one of the most comprehensive environmental data sets world-wide and have demonstrated 
some of the difficulties (and indeed merits) associated with undertaking long-term 
monitoring. The data have revealed
• an attenuation in the concentration of mercury (and most other metals) over the last 25 
years
• that the metal concentrations in this estuary are strongly correlated with the organic 
matter and particle size content of the sediment
• the metal distribution reflects the sediment characteristics and dynamics, irrespective of 
the position of the input sources
These trend data showing a continual, although somewhat uneven, decline in mercury 
(and other metals) have been utilised to demonstrate the Directive’s “standstill” 
requirement.
It is believed that remobilisation of previously consolidated saltmarsh sediments have 
caused significant perturbations in the general downward trend and that this needs to be 
addressed in the design of these long-term programmes
d) UKNMP (National Monitoring Programme)
There are four sites in the Mersey (Cl buoy, Crosby Marina, New Brighton and 
Seacombe Ferry) that are components of the UKNMP. Details of the activities undertaken 
and sample frequencies are given in Appendix 1.
e) British Geological Survey
The “Estuarine Contamination Project” is carrying out a systematic survey of major 
UK estuaries to examine the state and extent of contamination by both organic and inorgafiic 
chemicals. In the North West, the Agency is involved in providing local knowledge and 
assistance with sample collection in the Mersey. The fieldwork mainly involves campaigns at 
low-water using our hovercraft but some grabbing has also been carried out using the survey 
vessel “Coastal Guardian”
The principal objectives of the project include
• sub-tidal and inter-tidal sampling of surface sediments and shallow (ca. lm) cores
• sedimentological analysis, including particle size analysis (PSA), and assessment of the 
influence of animal life (bioturbation)
• chemical analysis, paying particular attention to metals and other elements of 
environmental concern, radionuclides and organic compounds
• definition of baseline and contaminant levels for inorganic components on an estuary by 
estuary basis
• dating (210Pb) of down-core profiles, mapping contaminant thickness and estimation of 
fluxes
• identification of likely sources (generic) of contaminants
• incorporation of the survey data and other relevant information into a GIS
f) EDMAR (Endocrine Disruption in the Marine Environment)
The impact of endocrine disrupting chemicals in aquatic ecosystems has been 
recognised for over twenty years. In the marine environment, the classic case is the serious 
deleterious effect of organotin compounds, used in anti-fouling paints, on non-target 
organisms (especially neogastropods such as the Dog Whelk). Since 1987 these paints have 
been banned on all vessels less than 25m long and will soon be phased-out on all ships. Work 
in the Mersey over the last few years, has shown that the EQS (2ng.l"1) is generally exceeded 
at stations inshore of New Brighton. This situation is similar to the Thames and other 
estuaries having ports/harbours and industrial activity. (M & SP Report 01-07)
More recently, a broad range of other compounds have been implicated in causing 
endocrine disruption in both freshwater and marine fish. These substances predominantly (but 
by no means exclusively) appear to be oestrogen mimics.
Since 1997, the Agency has closely involved in a large-scale investigation (EDMAR) 
to assess the magnitude of the problem in UK estuaries and coastal waters. This on-going 
study has shown that the fish in the Mersey are affected whereas those in the adjacent Dee 
estuary are apparently not -  the evidence for this conclusion coming from biochemistry 
(measurements of vitellogenin in blood plasma) and from pathology (intersex ratios). Most of 
this work has been undertaken by CEFAS on flounder -  they have also undertaken a small- 
scale study on androgenic effects on Sticklbacks in the Weaver Navigation.
The Agency contact for this work is Geoff Brighty at the Ecotox National Centre, 
Wallingford.
g) NERC Environmental Diagnostics Thematic Programme
Over the last three years, three Universities (Plymouth, Liverpool and Cardiff) have 
collaborated in a study to determine “The Fate and Impact of Persistent Contaminants in 
Estuaries and Coastal Waters”. Although this project was administered by NERC under the 
‘Environmental Diagnostics” theme, it was wholly funded (as a pump-priming initiative) by 
the Agency. The principal objective was to develop a generic model to predict the fate and 
impact of persistent contaminants on marine biota. In view of the existing historic data, the 
Mersey was chosen as the test-bed for the project. In addition to finance, support with all the 
fieldwork was provided by North West Region,
The three partners were responsible for
• distribution of heavy metals (dissolved and particulate)- Prof. G. E. Millward, University 
of Plymouth
• lab. studies of water/particle interactions and metal speciation -  Plymouth
• development of process algorithms- Plymouth
• distribution of selected organics (DDT/ metabolites, PCBs, pesticides) Dr Rick Leah, 
University of Liverpool
• contaminant levels in biota (mainly fish)- Liverpool
• pathology of fish- Liverpool
• development of 3-D, time-dependent hydrodynamic model- Prof. R.A. Falconer, 
University of Cardiff
• incorporation of chemical processes derived from partners- Cardiff
The project is now virtually complete - reports (and PhD theses) will shortly be 
available. A number of papers are also pending.
3. Determinands
Because of the wide variety of needs cited above, there are a plethora of different 
determinand requirements at the specific sites (for details see Appendix 2 and 3)
At 8 of the 20 stations only the basic determinands (analytical suite 539 -  salinity, DO, SPM, 
nutrients) are needed. At the other sites, additional determinands such as metals, persistent 
organics, potentially endocrine disrupting substances are included to assess inter alia 
compliance with the Dangerous Substance Directives.
At first sight, the requirements might appear to be over-complicated but nevertheless 
they do have a rational explanation. Over the years, the complexity of the programme has 
increased as new substances have been added (sometimes initially for a trial period and then, 
if deemed necessary, made permanent). In view of the finite financial resources available the 
programme is regularly reviewed.
4. Future Needs
At present it is difficult to predict precisely what new obligations will be placed on the 
Agency. It is likely that we will need to look in more detail at the distribution of persistent 
organics in sediments (and biota?) and on a small scale this will be included in the 2001 
AstraZeneca metals survey.
Section 50 of the Habitats Directive requires a review of consents to be undertaken. 
Consideration is currently being given to the use of an appropriate numerical model. This 
may demand some additional fieldwork for validation.
Likewise the EU Water Framework Directive will place greater emphasis on 
monitoring Transitional and Coastal waters. Although generally there has been relatively 
little attention paid to these ecosystems in England and Wales. This is not the case in the 
Mersey. The “clean up” of the estuary (and Mersey Basin) has been the principal driver in 
determining what has been done locally. This situation is similar in other grossly polluted 
estuaries such as the Tyne and Tees.
The spending of over £1 billion pounds has achieved the “short term” goals of 
resolving the aesthetic and dissolved oxygen problems and the present and future focus will 
be on, the perhaps more difficult, question of Dangerous Substances and their acute and 
chronic impact on the biota.
In view of the resources that have previously been, and continue to be, devoted to the 
Mersey it is possible that the future strategy will merely involve minor enhancement of the 
“status quo”. This is unlikely to be the case in other less well monitored North West estuaries.
Figure 1. Mersey Estuary Sample Sites.
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Appendix 1.
Site NGR Sample
point
number
Parameters 
Spring (April)
Parameters 
Summer (June)
Parameters 
Autumn (October)
Parameters
Winter
(December)
Mersey
Seacombe Ferry
(Estuarine)
Dangerous substances 
site for water (DSD)
NB: Water is sampled 
monthly at this site by 
Peter Jones for DSD
SI 330 908 88002822
(755 green 
book)
Mussels
New Brighton (88010482) 
Ecology south 
Benthic invertebrates 
Andy Goodwin/Rob Baker 
Sediment -  chemistry 
Andy Goodwin/Rob Baker 
Including: particle size 
analysis, metals & organics 
on <63 u fraction 
Oyster bioassay 
Peter Jones
Water chemistry to support 
oyster bioassay
Peter Jones
Oyster bioassay
Peter Jones
Water
chemistry to 
support oyster 
bioassay
Peter Jones
Fish
South Area Fisheries
Oyster bioassay
Peter Jones
Water chemistry to 
support oyster 
bioassay
Peter Jones
Oyster bioassay
Peter Jones
Water
chemistry to 
support oyster 
bioassay
Peter Jones
Mersey
Channel C l buoy
(Estuarine)
SD 240 044 88002889
(765)
Mussels
Crosby Marina (88020227) 
Ecology south 
Benthic invertebrates 
Andy Goodwin/RobBaker 
Sediment -  chemistry 
Andy Goodwin/Rob Baker 
Including: particle size 
analysis, metals & organics 
on <63u fraction
Fish
South Area Fisheries
Ribble
u/s 11 mile post 
(Estuarine)
Dangerous substances 
site for water
NB: Sampled routinely 
by Peter Jones
SD 340 261 88003595
(766)
Mussels 
St Annes 
Ecology central 
Benthic invertebrates 
Andy Goodwin/Rob Baker 
Sediment- chemisty 
Andy Goodwin/Rob Baker 
Including: particle size 
analysis, metals & organics 
on <63u fraction 
Oyster bioassay 
Peter Jones
Water chemistry to support 
oyster bioassay
Peter Jones
Oyster bioassay
Peter Jones 
Water
chemistry to 
support oyster 
bioassay
Peter Jones
Fish
South Area Fisheries 
Oyster bioassay
Peter Jones
Water chemistry to 
support oyster 
bioassay
Peter Jones
Oyster bioassay
Peter Jones
Water
chemistry to 
support oyster 
bioassay
Peter Jones
Morecambe Bay 
North Bay, Walney 
(Intermediate)
SD 280 603 88019897
(767)
Mussels
Morecambe Bay 
Ecology north 
Benthic invertebrates
Andy Goodwin/Rob Baker 
Sediment-chemistry
Andy Goodwin/Rob Baker 
Including: particle size 
analysis, metals & organics 
on <63u fraction
Fish
South Area Fisheries
Cumbria Coast
St Bees 
(Intermediate)
NX 932 129 88005197
(768)
Mussels 
St Bees 
Ecology north 
Benthic invertebrates
Andy Goodwin/Rob Baker 
Sediment-chemistry
Andy Goodwin/Rob Baker 
Including: particle size 
analysis, metals & organics 
on <63 u fraction
Fish
South Area Fisheries
Note:
1. These are the parameters cited in the NMMP Green Book Version 5.
2. Oyster samples -  samples taken 4 times a year. On 2 visits collect 2 bottles, on the other 2 visits collect 4 samplesl i.e 12 bottles of 
water for the year. Take 4 bottles in spring and autumn and 2 in summer and winter. This is to comply with note from Dean Leverett 
(7.3.01) to guard against loss of some samples due to breakage in transit.
Samples to be submitted to Nottingham lab:
Analysis of sediment (sediment chemistry )
Analysis of fish liver tissue 
Analysis of fish muscle tissue 
Analysis of shellfish tissue 
Aqueous analysis
Samples to North East Region -  Daniel Basteri
Benthic invertebrates 
Samples to Waterlooville
1. Oyster embryo bioassay
NMMP Programme 2001
MERSEY (Monthly)
Appendix 2.
DESCRIPTION KM #
NMMP 3. Mersey estuary at buoy Cl 60
4 . Mersey estuary at buoy C15 55.,1
5. Mersey estuary at buoy C21 50
*** 6. River Mersey at New Brighton 46..2
r**/NMME' 7. Mersey estuary at Seacombe Ferry 42..4
*** 8. Mersey estuary at Pluckington bank 39..3
*** 9. Mersey estuary at buoy El 36
10. Mersey estuary at Eastham Ferry 32..6
11. Mersey estuary at Mount Manisty 30..1
12. Mersey estuary at Stanlow Point 26..4
13 . Mersey estuary at Oglet Point 25
*** 14. Mersey estuary at Hale Head 20..6
** * 15. Mersey estuary at Woodyard Widnes 17 .5
* * * 16. Mersey estuary at Runcorn Old Lock 15 ,.4
17. Mersey estuary at ICI Wigg 12,.8
18. Mersey estuary at Randles Sluices 11,.1
*** 19. Mersey estuary at Fiddlers Ferry 8,.6
20. Mersey estuary d/s of Sankey Brook 7 ,.2
21. Mersey estuary at Baxter's Bridge 6..1
*** 22. Mersey estuary at Monks Hall 4 . 8
N.M.M.P.II Monitoring Site 1. Annual. See page C13 for detail 
Temporary APES monitoring Sites 5, 9, 1 4 - 22 .
Sediment Sampling Site 22. Annual 
Suite* = filtered Chlorophyll sample taken 
# = Distance from the tidal limit
SUITE
N.G.R. ARCHIVE No. NOTT'S CODE WATER 'APE
SD 231 041 69804153 88002889 PI 539
SD 269 018 69804151 88002886 PI 539
SJ 296 980 69803958 88002837 MS 317* A82
SJ 315 952 69803952 88002829 MS A15
SJ 327 908 69803950 88002822 MS 4X5*
SJ 336 875 69803912 88002815 MS A03
SJ 357 856 69803885 88002811 MS All* A82
SJ 363 819 69803875 88002804 PI A0 3
SJ 401 808 69803228 88002770 PI A03
SJ 432 797 69803088 88002769 PI 539
SJ 450 798 69803084 88002766 PI 539
SJ 486 810 69803075 88002762 MS 3X0 A82
SJ 501 837 69803065 88002758 MS 3X1 A82
SJ 520 839 69802932 88002722 MS 52Y* A82
SJ 538 851 69802878 88002712 PI 539 A82
SJ 551 844 69802860 88002711 PI 539 A82
SJ 564 867 69802850 88002710 MS 4X4* A82
SJ 575 870 69802842 88002709 PI 539 A82
SJ 585 867 69802584 88002641 PI 539 A82-
SJ 592 875 69802580 88002640 MS 318 A82
SEDIMENT
591
Appendix 3.
Det Method Det Description Units Bot Code
■ 77 21 CONDUCTIVITY @25C uS/cm GEN
I 85 21 BOD ATU mg/l
GEN
■ 135 21 SOLIDS SUSPENDED @106C mg/l GEN
■ 172 23 CHLORIDE ION-AS CL mg/l GEN
5030 I21 SALINITY BY BENCH SALINOMETER UNITL GEN
6389 j 21 ALKALINITY PH 4.5 - AS CAC03 mg/l GEN
9055 25 NITRATE FILTERED - AS N ug/l
9056 21 NITRITE FILTERED - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9057 21 AMMONIA FILTERED LOW-LEVEL - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9058 21 ORTHOPHOSPHATE FILTERED - AS P ug/l NUTPF
9059 21 SILICATE FILTERED - AS SI02 ug/l NUTPF
9065 21 NITROGEN TOTAL OXIDISED FILTERED -AS N ug/l NUTPF
Analytical Suite Details
• ___
Analytical Suite Details 
Method Det Description
32 23 [lead  DISSOLVED - AS PB ug/1 SMETD
77 21 | CONDUCTIVITY @25C uS/cm GEN
85 21 BODATU mg/l GEN
103 21 1 MERCURY DISSOLVED - AS HG ug/1 HGD
105 21 ^MERCURY - ASHG ug/1 HG
106 23 CADMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CD ug/1 SMETD
135 21 SOLIDS SUSPENDED @105C mg/l GEN
172 23 CHLORIDE ION-AS CL mg/l GEN
483 21 " aldrin ug/1 PESTC
487 21 HCH ALPHA ug/1 PESTC
491 21 HCH BETA ug/1 PESTC
495 21 HCH DELTA ug/1 PESTC
499 21 HCH GAMMA ug/1 PESTC
511 21 DIELDRIN ug/1 PESTC
539 21 DDT (OP) ug/1 PESTC
551 21 DDE (PP) ug/1 PESTC
555 21 DDT (PP) ug/1 PESTC
559 21 TDE (PP) ug/1 PESTC
562 21 ENDRIN ug/l PESTC
569 21 ENDOSULPHAN ALPHA ug/1 PESTC
570 21 ENDOSULPHAN BETA ug/1 PESTC
573 21 TDE (OP) ug/1 PESTC
576 21 HEXACHLOROBENZENE ug/1 PESTC
581 21 DDE (OP) ug/1 PESTC
947 21 CHLOROPHYLL (A + B) ug/1 CHPH
950 21 PHAEOPHYTIN (A + B) ug/1 CHPH
1049 21 TETRACHLOROMETHANE {CARBON TETRACHLORIDE} ug/1 SOLV
1085 21 PENTACHLOROPHENOL ug/1 PCP
3001 22 SIMAZINE ug/1 PESTP
3002 27 ATRAZINE {} ug/1 PESTP
3272 21 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE {ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE} ug/1 SOLV
3328 21 TETRACHLOROETHENE (PER/TETRACHLOROETHYLE ug/1 SOLV
3334 21 TRICHLOROETHENE (TRICHLOROETHYLENE) ug/1 SOLV
3373 21 TRICHLOROMETHANE {CHLOROFORM} ug/1 SOLV
3374 21 1,1,1-TRICHLOROETHANE ug/1 SOLV
3408 23 ZINC DISSOLVED-AS ZN ug/1 SMETD
3409 23 CHROMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CR ug/1 SMETD
3410 23 NICKEL DISSOLVED - AS Nl ug/1 SMETD
3782 21 DIMETHYLBENZENES (O, M, P - ISOMERS) {XYLENES} ug/1 SOLV
4049 21 1,4-DICHLOROBENZENE E ug/1 SOLV
5930 21 SALINITY BY BENCH SALINOMETER UNITL GEN
6045 21 ARSENIC DISSOLVED - AS AS ug/1 ASSED
6059 23 BORON-ASB ug/1 SMET
6061 23 VANADIUM - AS V ug/1 SMET
■6389 21 ALKALINITY PH 4.5 - AS CAC03 mg/l GEN
■6450 23 COPPER DISSOLVED - AS CU ug/1 SMETD
■6460 23 IRON DISSOLVED - AS FE ug/1 SMETD
9050 21 1,2,3-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/1 PESTC
9051 21 1,2,4-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/1 PESTC
9052 21 1,3,5-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/1 PESTC
9055 25 NITRATE FILTERED - AS N ug/1
9056 21 NITRITE FILTERED - AS N ug/1 NUTPF
9057 21 AMMONIA FILTERED LOW-LEVEL - AS N ug/1 NUTPF
9058 21 ORTHOPHOSPHATE FILTERED - ASP ug/l NUTPF
9059 21 SILICATE FILTERED -ASSI02 ug/1 NUTPF
9065 21 NITROGEN TOTAL OXIDISED FILTERED -AS N ug/l. NUTPF
9466 24 PCB CONGENER 008 ug/l PESTC
9467 24 PCB CONGENER 035 ug/l PESTC
9468 24 PCB CONGENER 020 ug/l PESTC
9477 21 DICHLOBENIL ug/I PESTP
9494 21 ISODRIN ug/l PESTC
9618 21 1,2-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9619 21 1,3-DICHL0R0BENZENE ug/l SOLV
9634 21 PROPAZINE ug/l PESTP
9705 21 HEXACHLOROBUTADIENE ug/l PESTC
9768 28 PCB CONGENER 028 ug/l PESTC
9769 28 PCB CONGENER 052 ug/l PESTC
9770 28 PCB CONGENER 101 ug/l PESTC
9771 28 PCB CONGENER 118 ug/l PESTC
9772 28 PCB CONGENER 138 ug/l PESTC
9773 28 PCB CONGENER 153 ug/l PESTC
9774 28 PCB CONGENER 180 ug/l PESTC
9916 21 LEAD Dl- & TRI- ALKYL (SUM OF) ug/l ALKPB
9989 21 TRIFLURALIN ug/l PESTC
Analytical Suite Details Enter Suite §a15 Find
N a m e  NWM SPECIAL MONITORING IPC Exit
View
Bottle
List
Det Method Det Description Units Bot Code
152 |23 LEAD DISSOLVED-AS PB ug/l SMETD
77 21 CONDUCTIVITY @25C uS/cm | GEN
85 21 [BODATU mg/l GEN
103 21 sMERCURY DISSOLVED - AS HG ug/l HGD
106 23 CADMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CD ug/l SMETD
135 21 SOLIDS SUSPENDED @105C img/1 GEN
172 23 [c h lo r id e  ION-AS CL | mg/l GEN
1049 21 TETRACHLOROMETHANE {CARBON TETRACHLORIDE} 1jug/! SOLV
1085 22 jjjPENTACHLOROPHENOL jug/l PHEN
3168 21 TRIPHENYLTIN COMPOUNDS ug/l TBT
3272 21 11,2-DICHLOROETHANE {ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE} ug/l SOLV
3290 21 [CHLOROBENZENE jug/l SOLV
3328 21 iTETRACHLOROETHENE (PER/TETRACHLOROETHYLE I ug/l SOLV
3334 21 St RICHLOROETHENE (TRICHLOROETHYLENE) jjug/l SOLV
3373 21 jTRICHLOROMETHANE {CHLOROFORM} |ug/i SOLV
3374 21 11,1,1 -TRICHLOROETHANE jug/i SOLV
3408 23 |ZINC DISSOLVED - AS ZN I ug/l SMETD
3409 23 CHROMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CR jug/l SMETD
3410 23 NICKEL DISSOLVED - AS Nl |ug/i SMETD
3781 21 BENZENE jug/l SOLV
3782 21 DIMETHYLBENZENES (O, M, P - ISOMERS) {XYLENES} ug/l SOLV
3784 21 TOLUENE(METHYLBENZENE) ug/l SOLV
4049 21 1,4-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
I 4117 21 ETHYLBENZENE |ug/l SOLV
5930 21 SALINITY BY BENCH SALINOMETER iUNITL GEN
6389 21 ALKALINITY PH 4.5 - AS CAC03 |mg/l GEN
6450 23 COPPER DISSOLVED - AS CU [ug/l jSMETD
9050 21 - 1,2,3-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l JPESTC
■9051 21 1,2,4-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9052 21 1,3,5-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9055 25 NITRATE FILTERED - AS N ug/l
9056 21 NITRITE FILTERED - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9057 21 AMMONIA FILTERED LOW-LEVEL - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9058 21 jORTHOPHOSPHATE FILTERED -ASP ug/l NUTPF
9059 21 SILICATE FILTERED -ASSI02 ug/l NUTPF
9065 21 NITROGEN TOTAL OXIDISED FILTERED -AS N ug/l NUTPF
9456 21 1,2,4-TRIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9457 21 1,2,3-TRIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
■9458 21 1,3,5-TRIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l |SOLV
9459 21 1,3/1,4-DIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l |sOLV .
9460 21 CHLOROTOLUENE - ALL ISOMERS ug/l |S0LV
9618 21 1,2-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l IjSOLV
19619 21 1,3-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l ijsOLV
§9719 21 TRIBUTYLTIN COMPOUNDS ug/l | t b t

6045 21 ARSENIC DISSOLVED - AS AS ug/l ASSED
6059 23 BORON-ASB ug/l SMET
6061 21 VANADIUM - AS V ug/l MET
6389 21 ALKALINITY PH 4.5 - AS CAC03 mg/l GEN
6447 22 DIMETHOATE ug/l FENTH
6450 23 COPPER DISSOLVED - AS CU ug/l SMETD
6460 21 IRON DISSOLVED - AS FE ug/l METD
6487 22 TRIAZOPHOS ug/l PESTP
8047 24 BIPHENYL ug/l NITRO
9050 21 1,2,3-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9051 21 1,2,4-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9052 21 1,3,5-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9055 25 NITRATE FILTERED - AS N ug/l
9056 21 NITRITE FILTERED - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9057 21 AMMONIA FILTERED LOW-LEVEL - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9058 21 ORTHOPHOSPHATE FILTERED - AS P ug/l NUTPF
9059 21 SILICATE FILTERED -ASSI02 ug/l NUTPF
9065 21 NITROGEN TOTAL OXIDISED FILTERED -AS N ug/l NUTPF
9456 21 1,2,4-TRIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9457 21 1,2,3-TRIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9458 21 1,3,5-TRIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9459 21 1,3/1,4-DIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9460 21 CHLOROTOLUENE - ALL ISOMERS ug/l SOLV
9466 24 PCB CONGENER 008 ug/l PESTC
9467 24 PCB CONGENER 035 ug/l PESTC
‘9468 24 PCB CONGENER 020 ug/l PESTC
•9474 21 COUMAPHOS ug/l PESTP
9475 22 DEMETON-S-METHYL ug/l PESTP
9477 21 DICHLOBENIL ug/l PESTP
9479 21 MEVINPHOS ug/l PESTP
9494 21 ISODRIN ug/l PESTC
9519 22 CARBOPHENOTHION ug/l PESTP
9586 21 . PROPETAMPHOS ug/l PESTP
■9618 21 1,2-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
§9619 21 1,3-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
,9634 21 PROPAZINE ug/l PESTP
>9705 21 HEXACHLOROBUTADIENE ug/l PESTC
89715 21 AZINPHOS-METHYL ug/l PESTP
9716 21 FENITROTHION ug/l PESTP
9719 21 TRIBUTYLTIN COMPOUNDS ug/l TBT
9768 28 PCB CONGENER 028 ug/l PESTC
9769 28 PCB CONGENER 052 ug/l PESTC
9770 28 PCB CONGENER 101 ug/l PESTC
9771 28 PCB CONGENER 118 ug/l PESTC
9772 28 PCB CONGENER 138 ug/l PESTC
9773 28 PCB CONGENER 153 ug/l PESTC
9774 28 PCB CONGENER 180 ug/l PESTC
9863 21 AZINPHOS-ETHYL ug/l PESTP
9916 21 LEAD Dl- & TRI- ALKYL (SUM OF) ug/l ALKPB
|9979 22 ETHION ug/l PESTP
9989 21 TRIFLURALIN ug/l PESTC J
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I 77 21 [CONDUCTIVITY @25C jj uS/cm GEN
-85 21 [BOD ATU fmg/l GEN
| 135 21 [ s o lid s  SUSPENDED @105C I  mg/l GEN
: \72 23 [ c h lo r id e  io n -AS CL img/1 GEN
3168 21 [ t r ip h e n y lt in  c o m p o u n d s I  ug/l TBT
■5930 21 ■ SALINITY BY BENCH SALINOMETER lUNITL GEN
6389 21 8 ALKALINITY PH 4.5 - AS CAC03 I  mg/l GEN
16450 23 COPPER DISSOLVED - AS CU I  ug/l SMETD
e9055 25 NITRATE FILTERED - AS N lug/!
9056 21 NITRITE FILTERED - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9057 21 AMMONIA FILTERED LOW-LEVEL - AS N I  ug/l NUTPF
9058 21 ORTHOPHOSPHATE FILTERED - ASP B ug/l NUTPF
59059 21 ISILICATE FILTERED - AS SI02 |ug/l NUTPF
9065 21 1 NITROGEN TOTAL OXIDISED FILTERED -AS N I  ug/l NUTPF
| 9 719 21 ITRIBUTYLTIN COMPOUNDS |ug/l TBT
Analytical Suite Details I Ent^ i? ui e^ i a 1 1 Find | ViewBottle
ListName
Det
NWM MERSEY MONITORING IPC
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52 23 LEAD DISSOLVED - AS PB 1  ug/l SMETD
77 21 CONDUCTIVITY @25C fuS/cm  j GEN
85 21 BOD ATU mg/l GEN
103 21 MERCURY DISSOLVED - AS HG ug/l HGD
105 21 MERCURY-AS HG ug/l HG
106 23 CADMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CD ug/l SMETD
135 21 SOLIDS SUSPENDED @105C mg/l GEN
172 23 CHLORIDE ION-AS CL mg/l GEN
483 21 ALDRIN ug/l PESTC
487 21 HCH ALPHA ug/l PESTC
491 21 HCH BETA ug/l PESTC
495 21 HCH DELTA ug/l PESTC
499 21 HCH GAMMA ug/l PESTC
503 21 CHLORFENVINPHOS ug/l PESTP
*507 21 DICHLORVOS ug/l PESTP
I 511 21 DIELDRIN ug/l PESTC
.535 21 MALATHION ug/l PESTP
.539
543
21
21
DDT (OP)
PARATHION {PARATHION ETHYL}
ug
ug
i\ PESTC
n PESTP
547 21 PHORATE ug/l PESTP
551 21 DDE (PP) ug/l PESTC
555 21 DDT (PP) ug/l PESTC
559 21 TDE (PP) ug/l PESTC
562 21 ENDRIN ug/l PESTC
569 21 ENDOSULPHAN ALPHA ug/l PESTC
570 21 ENDOSULPHAN BETA ug/l PESTC
573 21 TDE (OP) ug/l PESTC
576 21 HEXACHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
581 21 DDE (OP) ug/l PESTC
723 21 DIAZINON [ug/l PESTP
947 21 CHLOROPHYLL (A + B) ug/l CHPH
950 21 PHAEOPHYTIN (A + B) ug/l CHPH
<1049 21 TETRACHLOROMETHANE {CARBON TETRACHLORIDE} ug/l SOLV
|1O05 21 PENTACHLOROPHENOL ug/l PCP
■ 1118 22 FENTHION ug/l PESTP
■ 1119 21 PARATHION-METHYL {} ug/l PESTP
.3001 22 SIMAZINE ug/l PESTP
3002
.3168
27
21
ATRA2INE {}
TRIPHENYLTIN COMPOUNDS
ug
ug
n PESTP
n TBT
3272 21 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE {ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE} ug/l SOLV
3290 21 CHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
3328 21 TETRACHLOROETHENE (PER/TETRACHLOROETHYLE ug/l SOLV
3334 21 TRICHLOROETHENE (TRICHLOROETHYLENE) ug/l SOLV
3373 21 TRICHLOROMETHANE {CHLOROFORM} ug/l SOLV
3374 21 1,1,1-TRICHLOROETHANE ug/l SOLV
3408 23 ZINC DISSOLVED-AS ZN ug/l SMETD
3409 23 CHROMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CR ug/l SMETD
3410 23 NICKEL DISSOLVED - AS Nl ug/l SMETD
3781 21 BENZENE ug/l SOLV
3782 21 DIMETHYLBENZENES (O, M, P - ISOMERS) {XYLENES} ug/l SOLV
3784 21 TOLUENE(METHYLBENZENE) ug/l SOLV
4049 21 1,4-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
4117 21 ETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
5930 21 SALINITY BY BENCH SALINOMETER UNITL GEN
6045 21 ARSENIC DISSOLVED - AS AS ug/1 ASSED
6059 23 BORON-ASB ug/1 SMET
6061 23 VANADIUM - AS V ug/1 SMET
6389 21 ALKALINITY PH 4.5 - AS CAC03 mg/l GEN
6447 22 DIMETHOATE ug/l FENTH
6450 23 COPPER DISSOLVED - AS CU ug/1 SMETD
6487 22 TRIAZOPHOS ug/l PESTP
9050 21 1,2,3-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9051 21 1,2,4-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/1 PESTC
9052 21 1,3,5-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/1 PESTC
9055 25 NITRATE FILTERED - AS N ug/l
9056 21 NITRITE FILTERED - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9057 21 AMMONIA FILTERED LOW-LEVEL - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9058 21 ORTHOPHOSPHATE FILTERED - ASP ug/1 NUTPF
9059 21 SILICATE FILTERED -ASSI02 ug/l NUTPF
9065 21 NITROGEN TOTAL OXIDISED FILTERED -AS N ug/l NUTPF
9456 21 1,2,4-TRIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9457 21 1,2,3-TRIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9458 21 1,3,5-TRIMETHYLBENZENE ug/I SOLV
9459 21 1,3/1,4-DIMETHYLBENZENE ug/1 SOLV
9460 21 CHLOROTOLUENE - ALL ISOMERS ug/l SOLV
9466 24 PCB CONGENER 008 ug/1 PESTC
9467 24 PCB CONGENER 035 ug/l PESTC
9468 24 PCB CONGENER 020 ug/l PESTC
9474 21 COUMAPHOS ug/l PESTP
9475 22 DEMETON-S-METHYL jjg / l PESTP
9477 21 DICHLOBENIL jjg / l PESTP
9479 21 MEVINPHOS ug/l PESTP
9494 21 ISODRIN ug/l PESTC
9519 22 CARBOPHENOTHION ug/l PESTP
9586 21 PROPETAMPHOS ug/l PESTP
9618 21 ■ 1,2-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9619 21 1,3-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9634 21 PROPAZINE ug/l PESTP
9705 21 HEXACHLOROBUTADIENE ug/l PESTC
9715 21 AZINPHOS-METHYL ug/l PESTP
9716 21 FENITROTHION ug/l PESTP
9719 21 TRIBUTYLTIN COMPOUNDS ug/l TBT
9768 28 PCB CONGENER 028 ug/l PESTC
9769 28 PCB CONGENER 062 ug/l PESTC
9770 28 PCB CONGENER 101 ug/l PESTC
9771 28 PCB CONGENER 118 ug/l PESTC
9772 28 PCB CONGENER 138 ug/l PESTC
9773 28 PCB CONGENER 153 ug/l PESTC
9774 28 PCB CONGENER 180 ug/l PESTC
9863 21 AZINPHOS-ETHYL ug/l PESTP
9916 21 LEAD Dl- & TRI- ALKYL (SUM OF) ug/l ALKPB
9979 22 iETHION ug/l PESTP
9989 21 TRIFLURALIN • ug/l PESTC
LEAD DISSOLVED-AS PB
CONDUCTIVITY @25C
BOD ATU
MERCURY DISSOLVED - AS HG
CADMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CD
AMMONIA - AS N
NITROGEN TOTAL OXIDISED - AS N
SOLIDS SUSPENDED @105C
CHLORIDE ION-AS CL
SILICATE REACTIVE DISSOLVED - AS SI02
HCH ALPHA
HCH BETA
HCH GAMMA
DIELDRIN
DDT (OP)
DDE (PP)
TDE (PP)
ENDRIN
HEXACHLOROBENZENE
TETRACHLOROMETHANE {CARBON TETRACHLORIDE}
PENTACHLOROPHENOL
1,2-DICHLOROETHANE {ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE}
TETRACHLOROETHENE (PER/TETRACHLOROETHYLE
TRICHLOROETHENE (TRICHLOROETHYLENE)
TRICHLOROMETHANE {CHLOROFORM}
1,1,1 -TRICHLOROETHANE
ZINC DISSOLVED - AS ZN
CHROMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CR
NICKEL DISSOLVED - AS Nl
BENZENE
DIMETHYLBENZENES (O, M, P - ISOMERS) {XYLENES}
TOLUENE(METHYLBENZENE)
1,4-DICHLOROBENZENE
SALINITY BY BENCH SALINOMETER
ARSENIC DISSOLVED - AS AS
NITRATE - AS N
NITRITE-AS N
ALKALINITY PH 4.5 - AS CAC03
ORTHOPHOSPHATE - AS P
COPPER DISSOLVED - AS CU
IRON DISSOLVED - AS FE
1,2,3-TRICHLOROBENZENE
1,2,4-TRICHLOROBENZENE
1,3,5-TRICHLOROBENZENE
NITRATE FILTERED - AS N
NITRITE FILTERED - AS N
AMMONIA FILTERED LOW-LEVEL - AS N
ORTHOPHOSPHATE FILTERED - ASP
SILICATE FILTERED -A SSI02
NITROGEN TOTAL OXIDISED FILTERED -AS N
1,3/1,4-DIMETHYLBENZENE
1,2-DICHLOROBENZENE
1,3-DICHLOROBENZENE
HEXACHLOROBUTADIENE
rnmmm[Analytical Suite Details__ ___
_____________
Name NWM Woodyard Widnes
sssaas 
View 
. Bottle 
Exit 1 List
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52 21 LEAD DISSOLVED - AS PB ug/l METD
77 21 CONDUCTIVITY @25C uS/cm i GEN
85 21 " bo d  ATU ?mg/1 GEN
103 21 MERCURY DISSOLVED - AS HG ug/l HGD
106 21 CADMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CD ug/l METD
111 22 AMMONIA-AS N mg/l GEN
116 22 NITROGEN TOTAL OXIDISED - AS N mg/l GEN
135 21 SOLIDS SUSPENDED @105C mg/l GEN l l
172 23 CHLORIDE ION-AS CL mg/l GEN
182 21 SILICATE REACTIVE DISSOLVED - AS SI02 mg/l GEN
1049 21 TETRACHLOROMETHANE {CARBON TETRACHLORIDE} ug/l SOLV
3272 21 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE {ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE} ug/l SOLV
3328 21 TETRACHLOROETHENE (PER/TETRACHLOROETHYLE ug/l SOLV
3334 21 TRICHLOROETHENE (TRICHLOROETHYLENE) lug71 SOLV
3373 21 TRICHLOROMETHANE {CHLOROFORM} ug/I SOLV
3374 21 1,1,1 -TRICHLOROETHANE ug/l SOLV
3408 21 ZINC DISSOLVED-AS ZN ug/l METD
3409 21 CHROMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CR I ug/l METD
3410 21 NICKEL DISSOLVED - AS Nl |ug/l METD
3781 21 BENZENE ug/l SOLV
3782 21 DIMETHYLBENZENES (0, M, P - ISOMERS) {XYLENES} ug/l SOLV
3784 21 TOLUENE(METHYLBENZENE) ug/l SOLV
4049 21 1,4-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
5930 21 SALINITY BY BENCH SALINOMETER UNITL GEN
6045 21 ARSENIC DISSOLVED - AS AS ug/l ASSED
6380 25 NITRATE - AS N mg/l GEN
6381 22 NITRITE - AS N mg/l GEN
6389 21 ALKALINITY PH 4.5 - AS CAC03 mg/l GEN
6392 22 • ORTHOPHOSPHATE - AS P mg/l GEN
6450 21 COPPER DISSOLVED - AS CU ug/l METD
9050 21 1,2,3-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9051 21 1,2,4-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9052 21 1,3,5-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9055 25 NITRATE FILTERED - AS N ug/l
9056 21 NITRITE FILTERED - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9057 21 AMMONIA FILTERED LOW-LEVEL - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9058 21 ORTHOPHOSPHATE FILTERED - ASP ug/l NUTPF
9059 21 SILICATE FILTERED -ASSI02 ug/l NUTPF
9065 21 NITROGEN TOTAL OXIDISED FILTERED -AS N ug/l NUTPF
9456 21 1,2,4-TRIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9459 21 1,3/1,4-DIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9618 21 1,2-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9619 21 1,3-DICHLOROBENZENE ! ug/l SOLV
9706 21 HEXACHLOROBUTADIENE
____________________________________________
ug/l PESTC --------
Analytical Suite Details Enter Suite [52y Find | ViewBottle
Listm 1i Exit |
Det Method Det Description Units Bot Code
52 |23 LEAD DISSOLVED - AS PB ug/l SMETD . .  . . .
77 21 CONDUCTIVITY @25C uS/cm GEN
85 21 BOD ATU mg/l GEN
103 21 MERCURY DISSOLVED - AS HG ug/l HGD
105 21 MERCURY-AS HG ug/l HG
106 23 CADMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CD ug/l SMETD
135 21 SOLIDS SUSPENDED @105C mg/l GEN __________
172 23 CHLORIDE ION-AS CL mg/l GEN
483 21 ALDRIN ug/l PESTC
487 21 HCH ALPHA ug/l PESTC
491 21 HCH BETA ug/l PESTC
495 21 HCH DELTA ug/l PESTC
499 21 HCH GAMMA ug/l PESTC
503 21 CHLORFENVINPHOS ug/l PESTP
507 21 DICHLORVOS ug/l PESTP
511 21 DIELDRIN ug/l PESTC
535 21 MALATHION ug/l PESTP
539 21 DDT (OP) ug/l PESTC
543 21 PARATHION {PARATHION ETHYL} ug/l PESTP
547 21 PHORATE ug/l PESTP
551 21 DDE (PP) ! ug/l PESTC
555 21 DDT (PP) ug/l PESTC
559 21 TDE (PP) ug/l PESTC
562 21 ENDRIN ug/l PESTC
569 21 ENDOSULPHAN ALPHA ug/l PESTC
570 21 ENDOSULPHAN BETA ug/l PESTC
573 21 TDE (OP) ug/l PESTC
576 21 HEXACHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
581 21 DDE (OP) ug/l PESTC
723 21 DIAZINON ug/l PESTP
947 21 CHLOROPHYLL (A + B) ug/l CHPH
950 21 PHAEOPHYTIN (A + B) I ug/l CHPH
1049 21 TETRACHLOROMETHANE {CARBON TETRACHLORIDE} | ug/l SOLV
1118 22 FENTHION ug/l IPESTP
1119 21 PARATHION-METHYL { } | ug/l JPESTP
3001 22 SIMAZINE ug/l PESTP
3002 27 ATRAZINE { } ug/l PESTP
3168 21 TRIPHENYLTIN COMPOUNDS ug/l TBT
3272 21 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE {ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE} ug/l SOLV
3290 21 CHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
3328 21 TETRACHLOROETHENE (PER/TETRACHLOROETHYLE ug/l SOLV
3334 21 TRICHLOROETHENE (TRICHLOROETHYLENE) ug/l SOLV
3373 21 TRICHLOROMETHANE {CHLOROFORM} ug/l SOLV
3408 23 ZINC DISSOLVED - AS ZN ug/l SMETD
3409 23 CHROMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CR ug/l SMETD
3410 23 NICKEL DISSOLVED - AS Nl ug/l SMETD
3781 21 BENZENE ug/l SOLV
3782 21 DIMETHYLBENZENES (O, M, P - ISOMERS) {XYLENES} ug/l SOLV
3784 21 TOLUENE(METHYLBENZENE) ug/l SOLV
4049 21 1,4-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
4117 21 ETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
5930 21 SALINITY BY BENCH SALINOMETER UNITL GEN
. 6045 21 ARSENIC DISSOLVED - AS AS ug/l ASSED
6056 23 BORON-ASB ug/l SMET
6061 23 VANADIUM - AS V ug/l SMET
6389 21 ALKALINITY PH 4.5 - AS CAC03 mg/l GEN
6447 22 DIMETHOATE ug/l FENTH
6450 23 COPPER DISSOLVED - AS CU ug/l SMETD
6487 22 TRIAZOPHOS ug/l PESTP
8047 24 BIPHENYL ug/l ' NITRO
9050 21 1,2,3-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9051 21 1,2,4-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9052 21 1,3,5-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9055 25 NITRATE FILTERED - AS N ug/l
9056 21 NITRITE FILTERED - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9057 21 AMMONIA FILTERED LOW-LEVEL - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9058 21 ORTHOPHOSPHATE FILTERED - ASP ug/l NUTPF
9059 21 SILICATE FILTERED - AS SI02 ug/l NUTPF
9065 21 NITROGEN TOTAL OXIDISED FILTERED -AS N ug/l NUTPF
9456 21 1,2,4-TRIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9457 21 1,2,3-TRIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9458 21 1,3,5-TRIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9459 21 1,3/1,4-DIMETHYLBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9460 21 CHLOROTOLUENE - ALL ISOMERS ug/l SOLV
9466 24 PCB CONGENER 008 ug/l PESTC
9467 24 PCB CONGENER 035 ug/l PESTC
9468 24 PCB CONGENER 020 ug/l PESTC
9474 21 COUMAPHOS ug/l PESTP
9475 22 DEMETON-S-METHYL ug/l PESTP
9477 21 DICHLOBENIL ug/l PESTP
9479 21 MEVINPHOS ug/l PESTP
9494 21 ISODRIN ug/l PESTC
9519 22 CARBOPHENOTHION ug/l PESTP
9586 21 PROPETAMPHOS ug/l PESTP
9618 21 1,2-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9619 21 1,3-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9634 21 PROPAZINE ug/l PESTP
9705 21 HEXACHLOROBUTADIENE ug/l PESTC
9715 21 . AZINPHOS-METHYL ug/l PESTP
9716 21 FENITROTHION ug/l PESTP
9719 21 TRIBUTYLTIN COMPOUNDS ug/l TBT
9768 28 PCB CONGENER 028 ug/l PESTC
9769 28 PCB CONGENER 052 ug/l PESTC
9770 28 PCB CONGENER 101 ug/l PESTC
9771 28 PCB CONGENER 118 ug/l PESTC
9772 28 PCB CONGENER 138 ug/l PESTC
9773 28 PCB CONGENER 153 ug/l PESTC
9774 28 PCB CONGENER 180 ug/l PESTC
9863 21 AZINPHOS-ETHYL ug/l PESTP
9916 21 LEAD Dl- & TRI- ALKYL (SUM OF) ug/l ALKPB
9979 22 " eth io n ug/l PESTP
9989 21 TRIFLURALIN ug/l PESTC
|Analytical Suite Details 035X 3591 S H 9 E 9___ , Bott
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§52 23 [LEAD DISSOLVED - AS PB ug/l SMETDI77 21 CONDUCTIVITY @25C uS/cm | GEN
85 21 |BOD ATU mg/l GEN
|103 21 f  MERCURY DISSOLVED - AS HG ug/l HGD __
|106 21 [MERCURY-AS HG 1ug/l HG __1106 23 CADMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CD ug/l SMETD ___
■ 135 21 SOLIDS SUSPENDED @105C mg/l GEN
■ 172 23 CHLORIDE ION-AS CL smg/l GEN
£483 21 ALDRIN ug/l PESTC
487 21 HCH ALPHA ug/l PESTC
491 21 HCH BETA ug/l PESTC
495 21 HCH DELTA ug/l PESTC
499 21 HCH GAMMA ug/l PESTC
511 21 DIELDRIN ug/l PESTC
539 21 DDT (OP) ug/l PESTC
551 21 DDE (PP) ug/l PESTC
555 21 DDT (PP) ug/l PESTC
559 21 TDE (PP) ug/l PESTC
562 21 I en dr in ug/l PESTC
569 21 [ en d o s u lp h a n  ALPHA 1ug/l PESTC
570 21 ENDOSULPHAN BETA ug/l PESTC
573 21 TDE (OP) ug/l PESTC
576 21 HEXACHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
581 21 DDE (OP) ug/l PESTC
947 21 CHLOROPHYLL (A + B) ug/l CHPH
950 21 PHAEOPHYTIN (A + B) ug/l CHPH
1049 21 TETRACHLOROMETHANE {CARBON TETRACHLORIDE} ug/l SOLV
1085 22 PENTACHLOROPHENOL ug/l PHEN
3001 22 SIMAZINE ug/l PESTP
3002 27 ATRAZINE { } ug/l PESTP
3272 21 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE {ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE} ug/l SOLV
3328 21 TETRACHLOROETHENE (PER/TETRACHLOROETHYLE ug/l SOLV
3334 21 TRICHLOROETHENE (TRICHLOROETHYLENE) ug/l SOLV
3373 21 TRICHLOROMETHANE {CHLOROFORM} ug/l SOLV
3408 23 ZINC DISSOLVED-ASZN ug/l SMETD
3409 23 CHROMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CR ug/l SMETD
33410 23 NICKEL DISSOLVED - AS Nl ug/l SMETD
4049 21 1,4-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
5930 21 SALINITY BY BENCH SALINOMETER UNITL GEN
6045 21 ARSENIC DISSOLVED - AS AS ug/l ASSED
6059 23 BORON-AS B ug/l SMET
6389 21 ALKALINITY PH 4.5 - AS CAC03 mg/l GEN
6450 23 COPPER DISSOLVED - AS CU ug/l SMETD
6460 21 IRON DISSOLVED - AS FE ug/l METD
9050 21 1,2,3-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9051 21 1,2,4-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9052 21 1,3,5-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9055 25 NITRATE FILTERED - AS N ug/l
9056 21 NITRITE FILTERED - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9057_ 21 AMMONIA FILTERED LOW-LEVEL - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9058 21 ORTHOPHOSPHATE FILTERED -ASP ug/l NUTPF
9059 21 SILICATE FILTERED - AS SI02 ug/l NUTPF
9065 21 NITROGEN TOTAL OXIDISED FILTERED -AS N ug/l NUTPF
9466 24 PCB CONGENER 008 ug/l PESTC
9467 24 PCB CONGENER 035 ug/l PESTC
9468 24 PCB CONGENER 020 ug/l PESTC
9477 21 DICHLOBENIL ug/l
9494 21 ISODRIN ug/l PESTC
9618 21 1,2-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9619 21 1,3-DICHLOROBENZENE ug/l SOLV
9634 21 PROPAZINE ug/l PESTP
9669 24 NAPHTHALENE ug/l NITRO
9705 21 HEXACHLOROBUTADIENE ug/l PESTC
9768 28 PCB CONGENER 028 ug/l PESTC
9769 28 PCB CONGENER 052 ug/l PESTC
9770 28 PCB CONGENER 101 ug/l PESTC
9771 28 PCB CONGENER 118 ug/l PESTC
9772 28 PCB CONGENER 138 ug/l PESTC
9773 28 PCB CONGENER 153 ug/l PESTC
9774 28 PCB CONGENER 180 ug/l PESTC
9916 21 LEAD Dl- & TRI- ALKYL (SUM OF) ug/l ALKPB
9989 21 TRIFLURALIN ug/l PESTC
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Si 23 Ilead  d is s o l v e d - a s  pb ug/l ISMETD
177 21 CONDUCTIVITY @25C uS/cm | GEN
85 21 8B0DATU mg/l GEN
103 21 I m e r c u r y  DISSOLVED - AS HG ug/l HGD
106 23 CADMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CD ug/l SMETD
135 21 SOLIDS SUSPENDED @105C mg/l GEN
172 23 CHLORIDE ION-AS CL mg/I GEN
1049 21 TETRACHLOROMETHANE {CARBON TETRACHLORIDE} ug/l SOLV
1116 21 DIBUTYL TIN ug/I TBT
3168 21 TRIPHENYLTIN COMPOUNDS ug/l TBT
3272 21 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE {ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE} ug/l SOLV
3328 21 TETRACHLOROETHENE (PER/TETRACHLOROETHYLE ug/l SOLV
3334 21 TRICHLOROETHENE (TRICHLOROETHYLENE) ug/l SOLV
3373 21 TRICHLOROMETHANE {CHLOROFORM} ug/l SOLV
3408 23 ZINC DISSOLVED-ASZN ug/l SMETD
3409 23 CHROMIUM DISSOLVED - AS CR ug/l SMETD
3410 23 NICKEL DISSOLVED - AS Nl ug/l SMETD
5930 21 SALINITY BY BENCH SALINOMETER | UNITL GEN
6059 23 BORON-ASB ug/l SMET
6389 21 ALKALINITY PH 4.5 - AS CAC03 mg/l GEN
6450 23 COPPER DISSOLVED - AS CU ug/l SMETD
6460 23 IRON DISSOLVED-AS FE ug/l SMETD
9050 21 1,2,3-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9051 21 1,2,4-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9052 21 1,3,5-TRICHLOROBENZENE ug/l PESTC
9055 25 NITRATE FILTERED - AS N ug/l . .
9056 21 NITRITE FILTERED - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9057 21 AMMONIA FILTERED LOW-LEVEL - AS N ug/l NUTPF
9058 21 ORTHOPHOSPHATE FILTERED - ASP ug/l NUTPF
9059 21 SILICATE FILTERED -ASSI02 ug/l NUTPF
9065 21 NITROGEN TOTAL OXIDISED FILTERED -AS N ug/l NUTPF
9485 22 CYCLOHEXYLTIN ug/l TBT
9705 21 HEXACHLOROBUTADIENE ug/l PESTC
9719 21 TRIBUTYLTIN COMPOUNDS ug/l TBT
